Starting from humble beginnings in 1961, Skippers quickly became the most well-known and respected transport and courier company in Western Australia.

Proudly Australian owned and operated, Skippers continues to provide a complete, value for money turnkey freight service for all Customers in every industry.
Our Proud History

1961 - Skippers Transport opened by Williams and Somes, commences Parcel distribution from Brown St. East Perth

1972 - Courier services commence operations

1981 - Welshpool depot commences bulk freight operations

1987 - Osborne Park depot commences Parcel and Courier operations

1988 - Skippers Transport acquired by Quinlivan Family

1990 - Skippers Aviation commences operations

2003 - Skippers Regional Transport acquires Geraldton operation. Welshpool depot commences bulk freight operations

2008 - New modernised fleet of vehicles commissioned

2017 - State of the art Welshpool main depot purpose built. Lift Holdings acquired to expand and support operations
Skippers provides a full HACCP certified refrigerated transport solution for all food and medical products. Currently certified to the highest HACCP standards and regularly audited you can be sure that your food and products will always arrive fresh and in original condition.

Skippers Aviation (part of the Skippers Group) commenced in 1990 and has grown to be Western Australia’s foremost air charter operation, also operating scheduled passenger and air freight services, between Perth and Canarvon, Ravensthorpe, Meekatharra, Wiluna, Laverton, Leinster, Leonora, Mount Magnet, Broome, Fitzroy Crossing, Halls Creek and Monkey Mia nearly every day of the week.

Utilising a competitive back loading structure, freight shipped East & North through Perth creates an extremely competitive national distribution solution for part to full load services both general and express freight.

Skippers Transport’s comprehensive fleet caters for all manner of container cartage throughout the world. Skippers Transport has the solution for movements in and out of Fremantle Wharf and Kewdale rail operations for all TEU combinations, including access to standard trailers, skeletal trailers, swing lifters or side lifters.

Our Services

Skippers transport provide an all encompassing general freight and courier transport to key destinations including regional areas and support for mining operations. Dedicated regional runs will ensure that your shipment will get to its destination in the required timeframe.
**Our Specialised Services**

**DIRECT EXPRESS REGIONAL COURIERS**
Skippers Transport supplies several high profile mining customers with urgent direct courier services. This ‘Hot Shot’ service is a courier service originating from the receivers suppliers in metropolitan Perth, that is dispatched directly and without delay to regional mine sites. This service is crucial to maintain a profitable 24/7 operation required within the resource and mining sector of Western Australia industry.

**SATELLITE DISTRIBUTION**
To facilitate the efficient logistics operations for key industrial and mining sectors, Skippers Transport operates satellite distribution centres in the following locations:
- Goldfields (Kalgoorlie)
- Great Southern
- Peel
- South West

This has been proven an operational and economic success for several high profile mining operations and regional Customers.

Security is obviously an essential requirement with all areas of warehousing and distribution. Skippers Transport sites are fitted with high level 24/7 surveillance and alarm systems with back-to-base monitoring and call out.

**OVERSIZE LOADS**
Skippers Transport can move any oversize load including overweight loads. Fully WAHVA accredited and having a diverse fleet ready and capable of shifting any heavy haulage loads, contact Skippers Transport to arrange your next critical delivery.
Our Commitment

“Whatever the Customer wants or expects – that’s what we deliver”

“The secret to success is developing and maintaining relationships with the Customer and all Stakeholders” DAVID QUINLIVAN - DIRECTOR

SERVICE  RELIABLE  TRUSTED  TRANSPARENT  FLEXIBLE
I would like to express my appreciation for the excellent work undertaken by Skippers Transport for the 25 x 40’ Container unpacks/repacks and transport for the recent completed for the CPSA / Water Corp Job. Once again all shipments were handled with great expertise and diligence and delivered well within the desired timeframe. Thanks again for a job well done! – Alan Willett

I would like to again thank your drivers for all they help. – Jason Dodd, Supervisor Dewatering Supply Cloudbreak

They were open and responsive to any and all safety suggestions; they had read and signed onto the JSA’s, were courteous and forthcoming in regards to suggestions and offering alternative options.

Steve took a lead role, was open to review the route and location prior to entry with the trucks and trailers and consider the turning options etc, he contacted me and the district staff at every delivery and completion and represented Iplex and Skippers in an exemplary manner.

Great work thanks! - Michael Wood, Project Manager
Skippers Transport is committed to the future through our greatest assets; our staff.

The Skippers family embrace the company passion for success not only as a team but also personally in their individual career paths.

It is, after all, a family owned and operated company that believes it is the team that makes the business happen; what makes it what it is; makes it the success it is.

Skippers Transport attracts strong performers due to our respected status in the West Australian logistics industry.

We continue to invest heavily in education and training throughout the company.
Our Fleet

We are continuing to invest in our fleet to ensure we have the most efficient and reliable vehicles to ensure we deliver on time, in full and without issue.
Our Vision

“Our vision is to be the first choice for all transport and logistics in Australia”

We are undertaking a variety of improvements and changes to future proof our business.

1. Improve warehousing, logistics processes, improve traceability and forecasting, GPS Tracking, reduce waste.

2. Improve performance, cost competitiveness, reduce timeframes, improve transparency, strategic planning.

3. Improve branding, marketing, Customer Focus, Customer Satisfaction, develop relationships.
**Our Vision**

**FULL BAR CODE TRACEABILITY**
We have engaged professional software developers to integrate our existing systems with full bar code traceability and tracking. This will streamline our processes making Skippers services more cost effective and providing increased visibility.

**LEAN SIX SIGMA and 5S**
Using the world industry techniques and benchmarking, Skippers Transport is undertaking a full six sigma lean program incorporating 5s, to reduce waste and implement a variety of time saving techniques to improve our current processes.

**FRESH NEW LOOK**
We are undertaking a new approach to marketing, including our new logo, new website, new brochures to revatilise our image while retaining the brand which has become synonymous with transport and logistics in Australia.

**NEW PARTNERSHIPS**
With our recent aquisition of Lift Holdings, Skippers Transport continues to expand our services and offerings. New partnerships and strategic alliances will ensure that we can provide a full turn key and hassle free service to all existing and future Clients.

**NEW CENTRALISED FACILTY**
In order to support the range of changes and improvements we are undertaking, we have purpose built a new centralised megafacility in Welshpool which will allow bulk storage, greater accessability, state of the art processing facilities and security.

**FULL REAL TIME GPS TRACKING**
To assist Clients in planning and preparation of receiving and sending shipments, we are putting in place full real time GPS tracking of our vehicles. This will ensure a streamlined approach to shipping and receiving for all parties concerned.
Positioned in the heart of Welshpool in a location selected due to its access to major roads, rail and air infrastructure, this megalithic state of the art facility has considerable potential for expansion and growth. Expertly designed for accessibility and engineered for excellence, this facility will provide Skippers Transport many years of unrelenting service.
The latest high precision fire detection, fire suppression, CCTV and Alarm systems are incorporated into the facility to ensure the safety and security of all warehouse goods and personnel at all times.

Considerable effort was put into the development of the facility to ensure the best planning and execution of the day to day activities can take place.